September 20, 2018
Inperium, Inc. is proud to announce the opening of its newest affiliate - Alvarium Healthcare, Inc., a Central Pennsylvania
based non-profit organization whose sole mission is to ensure individuals with intellectual/developmental disabilities
and complex medical/behavioral needs are able to achieve their maximum level of independence in community
integrated settings.
In Pennsylvania, many individuals with intellectual/developmental disabilities and complex medical/behavioral needs
reside in large segregated institutional settings simply because their needs are so complex most private providers cannot
support them in community-integrated living situations. In response, Inperium formed Alvarium as the vehicle to
provide specialized residential and support services for this population of individuals to fill the residential and healthcare
service gaps in the local community. Alvarium’s specialized Community Homes will be designed to support individuals
with intellectual and developmental disabilities that have complex medical and/or behavioral needs. All homes are
staffed on a 24-hour basis with highly trained clinical staff who understand the multifaceted and complicated
requirements these individuals present.
Inperium, Inc. was founded in 2016 in response to the challenges associated with managing and expanding nonprofits,
by assisting with the financial and operational expertise to properly scale organizations while remaining focused on
quality care. Inperium enables affiliated agencies across three states to achieve economies of scale through greater
access to capital, consolidated back-office functions and a robust IT infrastructure that supports technology driven
quality care and facilitates enhanced outcomes reporting. Partnering with Inperium provides affiliates with the
opportunity to increase the scope and breadth of their programming, strengthen organizational capacity and enhance
effectiveness through collaborative leadership, combined staff resources, joint fundraising, shared technology and
business services.
“We are thrilled to open our first Alvarium community home,” Alvarium CEO Justin Hymon commented, “knowing we
can help individuals leave state institutions and live in the community is exciting. This partnership not only enhances our
ability to serve individuals with complex needs but also provides resources to expand our services to a degree that
would be unachievable otherwise.” Inperium’s President and CEO Ryan Smith added, “Given the medically fragile
nature of the individuals to be served by Alvarium, we are excited to open our first of many Alvarium homes. Our
programs aim to empower and support each individual while embracing their uniqueness.”
About Alvarium Healthcare
Alvarium Healthcare, Inc. a Central Pennsylvania nonprofit headquartered in Reading, Pennsylvania, is dedicated to
serving individuals with intellectual disabilities and complex healthcare needs. Alvarium focuses on high quality
programs that improve the quality of life for adults with developmental disabilities or Behavioral Health needs. To
request additional information contact us at info@alvariumhc.org
About Inperium, Inc.
Inperium, Inc. is a Pennsylvania nonprofit established in 2016 and headquartered in Reading, PA. Inperium was formed
in response to a reduction in the funds available to many nonprofit companies to pursue their charitable missions.
These affiliated “business combinations” allow organizations to advance their mission & vision; focus on enhancing
service delivery, explore geographical program expansion, focus on quality outcome measures & create cost savings that
result in reinvestment for all Inperium companies and the programs they serve. Additional information can be found at
http://www.inperium.org/
For any questions contact:
Jennifer Tursi, Director of Administrative Management 1-833-467-6468 Ext. 1198; or
484-663-9196 jtursi@inperium.org
www.inperium.org

